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ABSTRACT 
This article summarizes the results of a longer study of address forms 
in Ancient Greek, based on 11,891 address tokens from a variety of 
sources. It argues that the Greek evidence appears to contradict two ten- 
dencies, found in address forms in other languages, which have been 
claimed as possible sociolinguistic universals: the tendency toward T/V 
distinctions, and the principle that "What is new is polite." It is suggested 
that these alleged universals should perhaps be re-examined in light of 
the Greek evidence, and that ancient languages in general have more to 
contribute to sociolinguistics than is sometimes realized. (Address, 
Ancient Greek, T/V distinctions)* 
In the 35 years since the appearance of Brown & Gilman's article on "pro- 
nouns of power and solidarity" (1960), the amount of attention paid by 
sociolinguists to forms of address has been steadily increasing. In addition 
to hundreds of books and articles on the address systems of individual lan- 
guages, there are theoretical discussions of address theory (e.g. Braun 1988) 
and two bibliographies on the subject (Philipsen & Huspek 1985, Braun 
et al. 1986), one of which contains over 1,000 titles. 
If one looks more closely at the way that work on forms of address has 
evolved over this period, one finds several major trends, in addition to the 
general tendency for the subject to become more popular. One of the most 
obvious developments is that the initial concentration on standard European 
languages like French, German, Spanish, and English has been superseded 
by an awareness of the usefulness of other languages such as Arabic (Par- 
kinson 1985), Polish (Kielkiewicz-Janowiak 1992), and Korean (Hwang 
1975). Of course these languages are not inherently any more useful than 
French or German; but given that much has now been written on the address 
systems of major European languages, people working on forms of address 
are finding that the most interesting and unexpected results may be obtained 
from languages as different as possible from those which have already been 
studied. 
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Another trend has been an increasing awareness of the effect of methods 
of data collection on results, and consequently greater sophistication in the 
gathering and evaluation of linguistic data. Early studies of forms of address 
were often conducted by written questionnaires administered in the absence 
of the linguist, and the data so collected were not always checked against any 
other form of evidence. Other work has been based on data gathered from 
interviews and/or observation; but it is becoming more and more apparent 
that people asked about their use of language, and those who know that their 
language is being scrutinized or even observed, do not speak as they would 
in other situations (Labov 1972:113, Wolfson 1976). 
One of the results of increased awareness of these problems is that data 
are now often collected using a variety of different methods, on Labov's prin- 
ciple (1972:102, 119) that conclusions are much more likely to be valid if they 
are supported by data gathered in a variety of different ways. One of the 
results of this proliferation of different sources has been an increased reli- 
ance on written texts to provide at least part of the data for studies of address 
forms in modern languages. There are also other reasons for the increasing 
popularity of text-based research: texts may not always represent the most 
colloquial level of language, and they are unlikely to be much help to a 
researcher whose main interest is in a phonetic feature, but they do have the 
advantage of representing a form of language which occurred outside the set- 
ting of a linguistic interview and was not determined by a linguist's questions 
(Labov, 109). They also have the advantage of making the basic data easily 
available to be checked by other linguists (Labov, 100). Moreover, the ideas 
that spoken and written language are fundamentally different, and that only 
the former is worthy of attention from linguists, have been called into ques- 
tion by theoretical work in other areas (Romaine 1982, Biber 1988). 
Along with this change in methods of data collection has come increased 
sophistication in analysis. Linguists are now less satisfied than formerly 
merely to report the facts about a specific language; instead there is more 
emphasis on the presence or absence of linguistic universals, and on the more 
general conclusions which can be derived from the particular address system 
under discussion. 
All three of these tendencies suggest that it is time for sociolinguists to con- 
sider the address systems of ancient languages. Such languages are in many 
important ways fundamentally different from their modern descendants, yet 
to my knowledge there is as yet no serious sociolinguistic work on their forms 
of address. Surely the different perspectives provided by languages 2000 years 
old have the potential to be as useful as those provided by modern languages 
from different linguistic groups? True, a study of ancient languages must be 
entirely text-based; but the use of texts is becoming more and more popu- 
lar anyway, and some of the most important works in the history of address 
theory have been based exclusively on written data (e.g. Friedrich 1966). This 
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is not to say that texts can be used indiscriminately - see below for a discus- 
sion of the nature of the Greek evidence - but it does mean that the restric- 
tion of data to written texts does not in itself make a language unsuitable for 
sociolinguistic study. Moreover, it happens that ancient languages have some 
features which could be important in the continuing theoretical debates about 
linguistic universals and the general tendencies of forms of address. It will 
thus be useful for scholars to consider these features before making pro- 
nouncements about universality which might turn out to be false. 
I offer here some of the results of a study of the address system of ancient 
Greek. Such a study is of course potentially of interest to classicists as well 
as to linguists, and the two groups have very different requirements in terms 
of the forms of publication. The main publication of this work is in a form 
geared to classicists (Dickey 1996), and I shall present here only those points 
which have a direct bearing on problems of interest to the sociolinguistic 
study of address. In consequence, there will be no attempt here to give a com- 
plete description of the ancient Greek address system. 
NATURE OF THE STUDY AND METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION 
Most of our evidence for the ancient Greek language comes from the follow- 
ing types of texts: 
(a) Epigraphic evidence, i.e. inscriptions and graffiti. While such texts are 
often invaluable as clues to non-literary types of Greek, they are of little use 
to the present inquiry because they contain very few forms of address. 
(b) Evidence from papyrus and parchment documents. These sources are 
often cited as prime examples of non-standard language, but they have two 
major disadvantages for our purposes: they do not contain many forms of 
address, and they are largely confined to a particular place (Egypt) and chro- 
nological period (the Roman empire). 
(c) Literary prose. This category includes the works of Plato, Xenophon, 
Thucydides etc. Such works are rich in address forms and largely agree with 
each other in how such forms are used; there is no obvious reason why the 
address system they present should not have been that of the spoken 
language. 
(d) Poetry. This category must be further divided by poetic genre - into 
epic (Homer), tragedy (Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides), and comedy 
(Aristophanes, Menander). All these genres produce large numbers of 
address forms; there are other genres as well, which have been omitted from 
this list because they do not contain enough such forms to be useful for our 
purposes. Of these three, epic and tragedy are universally admitted to be writ- 
ten in artificial languages well removed from any type of ordinary speech and 
containing a variety of features from different times and places. This arti- 
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ficiality is likely to be responsible for the fact that no coherent system of 
address use is found in epic and tragedy. 
Comedy is another issue; this genre used a very colloquial language, and 
one might well expect to find in it an address system very similar to that of 
ordinary speech. Yet when one analyzes the addresses found in Aristophanes 
and Menander, it emerges that Menander uses essentially the same address 
system as the prose authors - while Aristophanes, like the tragedians, fails to 
use this system and does not provide any coherent alternative. This suggests 
a conclusion also supported by other evidence, namely that Aristophanes 
made less effort than Menander to give a realistic portrayal of conversational 
language: he was more interested in doing other, more humorous, things with 
his use of language. Menander is thus likely to be much more help to us than 
Aristophanes; even with Menander, however, we must remember that the 
metrical constraints of poetry are likely to affect the addresses used on 
occasion. 
From this list of possibilities it appears that the most complete and real- 
istic evidence on spoken Greek address usage is likely to come from literary 
prose and Menander, and as a consequence these authors have been used as 
the basis of the present study. The particular prose works used were chosen 
in order to maximize the possibility of checking one against another, and to 
come as close as possible to the conversational language of at least one period 
of Greek history; they represent the work of 25 authors ranging from the 5th 
century BCE to the 2nd century CE.1 
It is notable that the classical prose authors (those writing in the 5th-4th 
centuries BCE) and Menander (4th century BCE) did produce a simple, con- 
sistent system of address. Of course, that address system did then change 
over time, but there is a significant amount of evidence for it in the classi- 
cal authors. It is very difficult to see where they got this address system, if 
not from their own speech. It would be surprising if these authors had imi- 
tated one another, since they show wide divergences in many other areas of 
style, and some of the characteristics concerned are are difficult to spot with- 
out the systematic analysis of a very large body of text. It is almost impos- 
sible that this address system could have been invented independently by the 
individual authors, given the large number of authors who used it and the 
close agreement among them. 
The address system of classical prose is not elaborate, elegant, or elevated 
according to classical Greek standards; it can be dull and repetitious in the 
extreme. This accounts for the fact that Aristophanes and the tragedians 
abandoned it, and makes it very improbable that the prose address system 
was an invented, literary system. It is unlikely that the address system I have 
found in this project is in every way identical to that used by every single 
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Greek in casual conversation; but it is highly probable that it is much the 
same as that used by affluent, educated Athenians in certain situations. 
The data were collected by reading through the works of each author cho- 
sen, noting all the forms of address; an electronic search was then conducted 
on each author, to make sure that nothing was missed. The total number of 
address tokens gathered in this way was 11,891. Most studies of forms of 
address in modern languages decline to specify exactly how much data they 
had; the few which are willing to give statistics might be presumed to be 
based on more evidence than the others. The largest such figure I have yet 
found is Parkinson's of "over 5,000" address tokens (1985:6). The corpus of 
data on which the present survey is based is thus probably more than twice 
the size of those of the largest studies of modern address systems. 
RESULTS 
Ancient Greek, unlike Modern Greek, had no T/V pronoun distinction; in 
practice, the only forms of address which could be used to indicate anything 
about the relationship between speaker and addressee were the free forms (as 
opposed to bound; cf. Braun 1988:11-12). These were easily identifiable, 
because Greek distinguished free forms of address by putting them into the 
vocative case, which usually gave them a distinctive ending. A study of 
address forms in Greek is thus basically a study of vocatives; for the rest of 
this discussion, the word ADDRESS when used in a Greek context is to be 
assumed to refer to vocatives.2 
In general, addresses were expected at the beginnings of conversations; 
their absence usually meant that the communication was very urgent, or that 
the addressee was greatly inferior to the speaker in status. The address sys- 
tem reflected the division of Athenian society into categories of free and 
slave, as well as marking the special position of women and children in that 
society. Free adult males addressed each other by name, whatever their age 
or rank, but they often addressed slaves (their own or someone else's) as pal 
'boy' or with other terms which indicated servile status. Slaves could address 
their own masters and mistresses with despota 'master' and despoina 'mis- 
tress'; but names were also possible, and slaves regularly used names to 
address free men other than their own masters. 
Women and children appear to have used the same address system as men 
for the most part, although there are a few minor points on which it is pos- 
sible that traces of "women's language" can be detected. Men, however, were 
much less likely to use names when addressing women and children; women 
were generally addressed as gunai 'woman' and children as pal or with 
another word meaning 'child'. Young men could be addressed by name, with 
pal, or with terms meaning 'young man', such as meirdkion, nean('ske, or 
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neania; unfortunately there is very little evidence for addresses to young 
females except by members of their own family. 
Within the family, different rules of address usage prevailed. Children, of 
whatever age, always addressed their parents with pdter 'father' and meter 
'mother', or with variants of these terms. Parents always addressed young 
children with huie 'son', thuigater 'daughter', pal 'child', teknon 'child', or 
with variants of these terms. Siblings usually addressed each other by name 
but could also use ddelphe'brother' and adelphe 'sister'. Wives addressed 
their husbands either by name or with aner'husband'. Husbands only rarely 
addressed their wives by name and preferred gutnai 'wife', although they 
always addressed their mistresses by name. With more distant relatives, the 
term used depended on the age difference between speaker and addressee, 
and on the absolute age of the younger one; children addressed substantially 
older relatives with kinship terms and were so addressed by them, but there 
seems to have been a tendency on both sides to switch to names when the 
children grew up. 
A third facet of the address system concerned the terms used to strangers. 
The use of address forms at the beginning of a conversation seems to have 
been obligatory in Greek, even if the speaker did not know the addressee's 
name; in those circumstances an address was formed from the addressee's 
most obvious distinguishing feature, such as angele 'messenger' or xene 'for- 
eigner'. If no such feature existed, and sometimes even if it did, addresses 
such as anthrope 'human being' or hou'tos 'this one here' would be used. 
T/ V distinctions 
The terms T PRONOUNS and V PRONOUNS are used to describe languages in 
which there are two 2nd person singular pronouns, one of which (the V pro- 
noun) is used to distant or superior addressees, and the other of which (the 
T pronoun) is used to inferiors and intimates. Such pronoun distinctions 
occur in most major European languages other than English; examples 
include French tu and vous, German du and Sie. This pronoun distinction 
was the issue which sparked the first sociolinguistic research into forms of 
address, and it is still the main concern of much address research. Many lan- 
guages which do not have T and V pronouns, such as English, nevertheless 
preserve an equivalent distinction in their nominal forms of address (Brown 
& Ford 1961). Thus the distinction in English between addressing someone 
as Jane and as Mrs. Smith is very much the same as that between du and Sie 
in German. Of course the exact details of how T and V forms are used vary 
from language to language; but it is clear that English makes essentially the 
same distinction as German, only with a different type of address form. 
The realization that languages like English could have a T/V distinction 
without having T or V pronouns, and the discovery that many non-European 
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languages also have T/V distinctions, have led some writers to claim that the 
existence of some equivalent to such distinctions is a sociolinguistic univer- 
sal (e.g. Slobin et al. 1968:289, Kroger & Wood 1992:148-49). Others have 
asserted more cautiously that, iF there is any connection between the address 
terms used to indicate familiarity/distance and those used to indicate 
respect/lack of respect, then this connection will always consist of the cou- 
pling of the respectful with the distant forms, and the disrespectful with the 
intimate ones (e.g. Head 1978:194). 
It is however worth noting in this context that the Greek address system 
contains no trace of any type of T/V distinction. There is only one 2sg. pro- 
noun, su; its plural, humets, is never used for a singular addressee in ordi- 
nary language. Moreover, the Greek system of nomenclature did not allow 
for the distinction between first and last names which often replaces or sup- 
plements a T/V pronoun distinction in modern European languages. A 
Greek had only one name, a given name, although some family continuity 
was preserved by the fact that an eldest son was nearly always named after 
his paternal grandfather. If this name was not enough to identify the man 
being talked about, it could be supplemented by other information - most 
often who his father was, and/or where he came from. 
In Athens, this information was often supplied in a standard format: the 
man's name was followed by the definite article, in agreement with it, and 
then the father's name in the genitive (patronymic). Alternatively, the arti- 
cle could be followed by an adjective formed from the name of the man's 
place of origin, if he came from outside Athens (ethnic), or from the Athe- 
nian deme to which he belonged, if he was an Athenian (demotic). Thus, at 
the beginning of Plato's Lysis, the characters are identified as 
(1) Hippothalei te t6i Hieronatmou kai Ktesippoi t6i Paianiet (Lysis 203a) 
'Hippothales the son of Hieronymus and Ktesippus the Paeanian' 
Other identifying features could sometimes be used instead, as 
(2) Sokrdtes ho neoteros (Plato, Politicus 257a) 
'the younger Socrates' (as distinguished from the famous Socrates) 
A different system was used in referring to women, since their names were 
not normally used in public. Female nomenclature is not, however, relevant 
to the present discussion, since women's names were not often used in 
address either. 
When a man was addressed by name, this name was virtually always his 
given name alone: 
(3) "Pdnu men oun, " 6phg, "6 S6krates. " "Oukoun, 6 Adeimante . . ." (Plato, Republic 552c) 
"'Certainly, Socrates", he said. "Therefore, Adeimantus 
Demotics were virtually never used as vocatives; ethnics were rare, and 
tended to be insulting when used to address an individual other than a slave. 
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The situation with patronymics is more complicated. In some types of poetry, 
patronymic addresses are not infrequent, and there it does look as though 
they may have constituted a more respectful and formal type of address than 
the given name: 
(4) Patrothen ek genees onomdzon dndra hekaston, pdntas kudain?n (Homer, Iliad X.68-69) 
'Naming each man with his patronymic, honoring every one' 
The same meaning could sometimes be attached to patronymics when they 
occur as addresses in prose. However, the rarity of such occurrences suggests 
that patronymic addresses were not in fact a part of normal speech in the late 
5th-4th centuries in Athens; they belonged to formal, archaic, and poetic 
language. 
If the situation in poetry reflects the practice of an earlier age when patro- 
nymic addresses were more widely used, it may be that, at some period prior 
to the 5th century BCE, Greek had a distinction in nomenclature equivalent 
to that between first name and last name in English, with the patronymic 
functioning like the English last name. But there is insufficient evidence to 
determine whether this distinction ever really existed; in any case, it is highly 
probable that patronymics were NOT used as addresses in the Sth-4th centu- 
ries. The historical relic of patronymic addresses would not have provided 
a real T/V opposition in classical Athenian speech, any more than the his- 
torical relic of the English T pronoun thou provides a meaningful T/V pro- 
noun opposition in modern English. 
Thus there was, to all intents and purposes, only one way to address a man 
by name in Athens. As most addresses to men were by name, this means that 
there cannot have been a formal/informal or T/V distinction as a major part 
of the classical Greek address system. 
This does not necessarily prove that there might not be traces of this sort 
of distinction elsewhere in the address system, even if it was not a major fea- 
ture. Such traces, however, are hard to find. The best candidate is the address 
pal 'boy', which is used both for children and for slaves, which might thus 
be argued to share some of the elements of a T pronoun used both to inti- 
mates and to inferiors: 
(5) "A/lk phe're, pal, " phdnai, "ton psuktera ekeinon. " (Plato, Symposium 213e) 
"'Boy," he said, "bring over that wine-cooler"' (order to a slave) 
(6) Ean men dra sophos gnei, 6 pai, pdntes soi phi'loi kai pdntes soi oikeioi esontai 
(Plato, Lysis 210d) 
'So if you become wise, my child, everyone will be your friends and relatives' 
(Socrates' advice to the boy Lysis) 
Pal, however, is not a general term for intimates; it is restricted to boys (with 
occasional extensions to young men) and expresses the age and benevolence 
of the speaker rather than any intimacy with the addressee. Indeed, it can 
be a term of address for children the speaker has never met before:3 
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(7) "Apithi", ephe, "6 pai ..." (Lucian, Demonax 17) 
"'Go away, boy", he said ...' (Philosopher Demonax's advice to a strange boy) 
This word is thus a very insecure foundation on which to argue for traces of 
a T/V distinction in ancient Greek, and no more solid one can be found. 
More serious is the fact that some Greek forms of address for strangers 
seem to work in a way directly opposite to the T/V setup. That is, far from 
a situation where the terms normally used to address strangers are the same 
as those used in especially polite interaction with acquaintances (like French 
vous, English Mr. Smith), in Greek at least one term commonly applied to 
strangers is the opposite of polite when used to acquaintances. This term is 
anthrope 'human being', which is often used as a contemptuous way of 
addressing people the speaker knows: 
(8) Out' an eg6 eon Belbinites etime"then houto pros Spartiet66n, oat' an sui, 
onthr6pe, eon Athenalos (Herodotus VIII.125.2) 
'The Spartans would not have honored me if I had come from the middle of nowhere, 
nor would they ever honor you, 0 man, even though you are an Athenian.' (Themisto- 
cles to one of his rivals) 
(9) Ti legeis, dtnthrope? (Demosthenes 32.15) 
'Man, what are you talking about?' (aggrieved merchant protesting to an official) 
(10) Anthrope, apololekds me (Lucian, Dialogi Meretricii 9.4) 
'Man, you have ruined me.' (courtesan to lover who appears at the wrong moment) 
However, anthrope can also appear as an address to perfect strangers, and 
in that sense it does not appear to be contemptuous or in any way 
derogatory: 
(11) Onthrope, tis te eon kai kothen tes Phrugi'es hekon epfstios moi ege'neo? (Herodotus 
I.35.3) 
'O man, who are you, and from what part of Phrygia have you come to be a suppliant 
before me?' 
(12) 6 anthrope, touto' moi pe'ras ge'gone dustukhfas hapdses, eu pathein ameipsasthai me 
dundmenon (Plutarch, Life of Alexander 43.4) 
'O man, this is the worst of all the things that have happened to me, to be unable to 
reward you for treating me so kindly.' 
(13) 0 dnthrope, hdstis ei kal h6tthen he'keis, hoti men gar heZxeis oida, ego Kuiros eimi ho 
Pe'rsais ktesdmenos ten arkhe'n. (Plutarch, Life of Alexander 69.4) 
'O man, whoever you are and wherever you come from - for I know that you will 
come - I am Cyrus who founded the Persian empire.' (inscription on Cyrus' tomb) 
It seems very likely that the first usage grew out of the second one, i.e. that 
dnthrope became a contemptuous address for acquaintances because it 
implied that the speaker did not know the addressee. 
Thus the evidence of ancient Greek provides a counterexample not only 
to the proposed universality of T/V systems, but also to the idea that if there 
is any connection at all between addresses used to express familiarity/distance 
and those to express respect/lack of respect, then the connection will work 
in the manner of a T/V system. In light of the Greek evidence, it might be 
wise to modify this alleged linguistic universal. 
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"What is new is polite" 
A different universal has been suggested by the Kiel school of address 
research: 
A possibly universal phenomenon is conspicuous in regard to the introduc- 
tion of forms of politeness: When a new pronoun of address or indirect 
address turns up in addition to an existing pronoun of address and refers 
to the same person, i.e., the collocutor, but differs from the older one in 
the degree of politeness, then the new form is always more polite. This 
observation supports the psychological explanation insofar as it confirms 
that avoidance or substitution of the pronoun or direct address is always 
an attempt to keep distance to the addressee. (Braun 1988:57) 
This "universal" is supported by a good deal of evidence from a wide range 
of languages. In German, for example, the polite 2sg. pronoun is now Sie, 
which replaced an earlier er/sie, which replaced an earlier ihr; as each new 
pronoun was introduced, it became a more polite option as opposed to the 
previous one (Braun, 58). As it stands, this theory is not directly contradicted 
by Classical Greek, which made little social use either of pronouns of address 
or of indirect addresses. Yet it most certainly does not apply to forms of 
direct address in Greek; and if it does not apply there, one might wonder 
about Braun's universal "psychological" explanation. 
Classical Greek had two words for 'master': kuirios (feminine form kuri'a) 
and despotes (feminine form despoina). In the classical period only the lat- 
ter of these could be used as an address; the vocatives despota and despoina 
are relatively common, while kurie and kuri'a do not occur at all, in any type 
of literature. 
In the 5th-4th centuries BCE, despota and despoina were truly subservient 
addresses; the meanings 'master' and 'mistress' were still felt in their full 
senses: 
(14) (6 de'spota, edsas me khari& mdlista ton theon t6n Hellenon, ton ego eti'mesa the6n 
mdlista, epeiresthai, pe6mpsanta tdsde tas pedas, ei exapatdn tous eui poie2noas ndmos 
esti hoi (Herodotus I.90.2) 
'O master, if you want to do me a favor, please allow me to send these shackles to the 
god of the Greeks, whom I honored above all other gods, and ask him if it is his usual 
practice to betray his benefactors.' (prisoner to a king) 
(15) ... eipanta de tauita prostdxai heni t6n therap6nton deipnou prokeimenou aut6i es tris 
hekdstote eipetn, "De'spota, memneo t6n Athenaion. " (Herodotus V. 105.2) 
.... and having said that, [King Darius] ordered one of his servants to say to him three 
times at meals, "Master, remember the Athenians."' 
(16) T6n oun hupereton tis apekrinato ho6ti, "O despota, ou zei .. ." (Xenophon, Cyropae- 
dia VII.3.3) 
'Then one of the attendants answered, "Master, he is dead .. ." (servant to king Cyrus) 
Over time, however, this sense was eroded. This is a common process for 
polite address forms; it will not surprise anyone who knows the origins of 
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English mister, French monsieur, and German Herr to learn that, by the 4th 
century CE, despota had lost a good deal of force in some varieties of Greek. 
Indeed it had been so weakened that it could occasionally be used as a polite 
address even between members of the same family - a usage which goes 
beyond that of 'Mr.'/'Mrs.' equivalents in many modern languages: 
(17) Thaumdzo p6s epeldthou t6n emon entol6n, hon polldkis soi kat' opsin eneteildmen ... 
err6sthai, de'spota, se et'khomafiJ. (P.Herm. 11) 
'I wonder how you have forgotten the instructions which I often gave you in person ... 
farewell, master.' (landowner to employee or subordinate) 
(18) Kan h6s, despotd moi, antigrapson moi en tdkhei. (P.Oxy. 123.7) 
'Nevertheless, my master, write back to me as soon as possible. (father to son) 
The vocatives despota and despoina have been lost from Modern Greek, but 
a feminine form despoinida is the modern equivalent of 'Miss'. 
Given this situation, and the fact that in Modern Greek the words for 'Mr.' 
and 'Mrs.' are kuzrie and kuri'a, a universal rule that "What is new is polite" 
would suggest that, when despota and despoina were weakened, kuirie came 
in as a new, more polite address with essentially the same function. The new 
address would then have been weakened in its turn, so that it could end up 
as a 'Mr.'/'Mrs.' equivalent, relegating the older despota to providing the 
word for 'Miss'. 
Yet this is not in fact what happened, as can be seen from papyrus docu- 
ments in the intervening centuries. Although kuirie was not a possible address 
in the 5th century BCE, it started to appear in the 1st century CE, well before 
ddspota began to "wear out" significantly. More importantly, kuzrie seems 
never to have been a more polite alternative to despota; sometimes the two 
terms are interchangeable, but usually a difference can be detected, and then 
kutrie is always the LESS respectful address. It was weakened to the extent of 
being usable between close relatives in the early centuries CE, well before the 
same could be said of despota (Zilliacus 1943:31-32, 1949:34), and even at 
a later date this weakened usage was far more common for kuzrie than for 
despota: 
(19) Erot6si d[el kai, ku'rie, [hel meter [aJutoi2 ... (BGU 665.18) 
'And, master, his mother asks ...' (son to father, 1st century CE) 
(20) ErOto se ou2n, kuirie' mou pat6r, grdpson moi epistolion proton men pern tes soteri'as sou, 
detiteron per! tes ton adelphon mou ... (BGU 423.11-14) 
'Please, my lord father, write me a little letter saying first, how you are, and second, 
how my brothers are ...' (son to father, 2nd century CE) 
(21) Eudaimonis Apollonioi toi hui6i khafrein ... erroso, ku'rie. (P.Flor. 332) 
'Eudaimonis to her son Apollonios, greetings ... farewell, master.' (mother to son, 
2nd century CE) 
(22) DorfOn Sere'no toi glukutdto huio khairein ... errosthai se et'khomai, kuirie teknon. 
(P.Mich. 212) 
'Dorion to his sweetest son Serenos, greetings ... I pray for you to be well, my lord son.' 
(father to son, 2nd or early 3rd century CE) 
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In some types of letters there seems to be an opposition between the addresses 
kutrie/kurf'a and despota/despoina, such that the latter is clearly more def- 
erential than the former (Dinneen 1929:56, 66, 78). 
If the rule that "What is new is polite" does not apply to forms of direct 
address in Greek, then it seems difficult to argue that it follows from uni- 
versal psychological tendencies. Indeed, it is difficult to think of any reason, 
psychological or otherwise, which could make this rule universal in the case 
of pronouns and bound forms of address, but not in the case of free 
addresses. It seems much more probable that the rule is not really a linguis- 
tic universal after all. 
CONCLUSION 
It thus seems that there are two points on which findings about the Ancient 
Greek address system affect theories about linguistic universals developed on 
the basis of evidence from modern languages. Neither the T/V distinction 
nor the phenomenon that "What is new is polite" existed in Ancient Greek; 
in fact, Greek had address patterns which worked in precisely the opposite 
way to both of these suggested universals. In both cases, the Greek evidence 
requires us to rethink the status of these theories as truly universal; in so 
doing, it demonstrates that sociolinguistic examinations of ancient languages 
can be useful for confirming or disconfirming theories formulated on the 
basis of modern languages. This supports the suggestion, made at the begin- 
ning of this article, that the study of ancient languages does indeed have 
something to contribute to sociolinguistics. 
NOTES 
* I am extremely grateful to Anna Morpurgo Davies, Peter Matthews, Peter Trudgill, Paul 
Friedrich, Leslie Threatte, and Hilary Mackie for giving me the benefit of their comments on 
this work. 
i The authors are (dates by century) Herodotus (5th BCE), Antiphon (5th BCE), Thucydides 
(5th-4th BCE), Lysias (5th-4th BCE), Andocides (5th-4th BCE), Isocrates (4th BCE), Plato (4th 
BCE), Xenophon (4th BCE), Isaeus (4th BCE), Aeschines (4th BCE), Lycurgus (4th BCE), 
Demosthenes (4th BCE), Dinarchus (4th-3rd BCE), Polybius (2nd BCE), Diodorus Siculus (1st BCE), 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus (1st BCE-lSt CE), Philo Judaeus (1st BCE-lSt CE), Flavius Josephus 
(1st CE), Dio Chrysostom (Ist-2nd CE), Plutarch (Ist-2nd CE), Epictetus (Ist-2nd CE), Lucian 
(2nd CE), Achilles Tatius (2nd? CE), Chariton (2nd? CE), and Longus (2nd? CE). 
2 An additional complication is that a Greek vocative is sometimes, but not always, preceded 
by the particle 6; it has often been suggested that the use or omission of this particle may affect 
the tone of the address. This suggestion may be correct in the case of post-classical Greek; but 
the results of this study indicate that, in classical Attic (and in those later authors who followed 
Attic practice), there was no difference in meaning between addresses preceded by 6 and those 
standing alone. (For a survey of the extensive literature on this point, see Dickey 1996.) 
3 It is true that there are relatively few cases of this phenomenon from classical authors, and 
that all those contain some sort of problem which makes them unsuitable as examples. But evi- 
dence from Lucian and other authors of his era is not to be discounted lightly, since they wrote 
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in a 4th century style closely based on Plato and his contemporaries. In most respects, Lucian's 
Greek (both in general and in his use of forms of address) is outstandingly similar to Plato's. 
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